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Due to a multitude of factors, society has become 
more vulnerable to natural disasters, including 
extreme weather events (Smith and Katz 2013). 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion’s (NOAA) Weather-Ready Nation initiative re-
quires high-resolution, low-latency, and very frequently 
updated analyses to support situational awareness and 
nowcasting applications, especially for high-impact 
events. Analyses updated every 15 min at around 1-km 
horizontal resolution, and ensuing 0–3-h numeri-
cal forecasts, may meet the needs in severe weather 
(Stensrud at al. 2009), convective initiation, aviation, 
winter weather, hydrometeorological, and other high-
impact applications.

NOAA’s Local Analysis and Prediction System 
(LAPS) is a numerical data assimilation and forecast 
system designed to support situational awareness and 
nowcasting applications of high-impact weather events 
(Albers et al. 1996; Toth et al. 2012, 2014). LAPS was 

originally developed in the late 1980s and early 1990s 
(McGinley et al. 1991). As LAPS was one of the first 
systems to analyze diabatic processes critical for the ini-
tiation of convective and other cloud- and precipitation-
related processes, it has been widely used operationally 
by more than 20 national and international agencies. 
Some of these agencies have also partnered with the 
NOAA/Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL)/
Global Systems Division (GSD) in a community effort 
to further develop LAPS. Since the mid-2000s, GSD 
has engaged in systematic research, development, 
and evaluation of LAPS aimed at modernizing it. Re-
cently, GSD introduced a new version of LAPS, called 
variational LAPS (vLAPS) to distinguish it from earlier 
versions of LAPS that we will refer to as “traditional” 
LAPS. While traditional LAPS uses a modified Barnes 
analysis scheme (Hiemstra et al. 2006), the vLAPS uses 
a modern three-dimensional (3D) variational data 
assimilation (3DVAR) approach, based on a computa-
tionally efficient multigrid technique (Xie et al. 2011).

LAPS has been used operationally on the Advanced 
Weather Interactive Processing System (AWIPS, 
Etherton and Santos 2006) since 1995, and both the 
traditional and new, variational versions of LAPS are 
being transitioned into the next generation AWIPS 
(AWIPS-II; Raytheon 2013) for use in operations 
at the National Weather Service (NWS) Weather 
Forecast Offices (WFOs). All components needed to 
run the 3D analysis (diagnostic capability) of vLAPS 
are in AWIPS-II (version 1 released in July 2014) to 
support situational awareness. The gridded analysis 
can be used either as a situational awareness tool or 
for initializing numerical weather prediction (NWP) 
models to produce short-range forecasts in nowcasting 
applications. The vLAPS-based nowcasting—namely 
the use of the 3D vLAPS analyses—is an option to 
initialize numerical models for very short-range and 
finescale forecasting of convective and other severe 
weather (also referred to as “hot start” initialization).
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During the spring of 2013, the vLAPS underwent 
the first real-time tests at NOAA’s 2013 Hazardous 
Weather Testbed (HWT; Clark et al. 2012) Experi-
mental Warning Program (2013-EWP). The objective 
of EWP is to improve prediction of severe convective 
weather on the “warning” (0–2 h) time scale. Various 
meteorological products from different sources were 
evaluated by forecasters in real time. This paper high-
lights some of the new capabilities of vLAPS, evaluates 
its real-time performance during 2013-EWP, and 
discusses its strengths and weaknesses as identified 
by the forecasters. Some issues associated with the 
weaknesses have been addressed. Acronyms are listed 
in the appendix.

VARIATIONAL LAPS. A Brief Description of vLAPS. 
LAPS has recently undergone a major upgrade that 
takes advantage of emerging new technologies in data 
assimilation to meet user demands. The upgrade is 
based on the Space and Time Multiscale Analysis 
System (STMAS; Xie et al. 2011), and transitions the 
assimilation of the basic state variables (pressure, 
temperature, winds, and humidity) from an objective 
analysis method of a modified Barnes scheme with 
some one-dimensional variational analysis compo-
nents (Albers et al. 1996) to a 3D, multiscale varia-
tional scheme (3DVAR). The multiscale approach 
that was pioneered in computational mathematics 

applications by Briggs (1987) and adopted by Xie et al. 
(2011) for meteorological and oceanographic data as-
similation provides significant improvements in both 
accuracy and computational efficiency (Yuanfu Xie, 
personal communication, 2014).

An important feature of vLAPS is that the mul-
tiscale technique is applied in both space and time. 
In space, the largest scale features are analyzed first, 
followed by the addition of finer spatial scale details 
in successive iterations. In time, multiple time frames 
are analyzed in a single minimization, allowing the 
extraction of information from frequent observa-
tions (e.g., from radars and satellites) related to 
rapid changes. This approach is analogous to 4DVAR 
(Liu et al. 2008) except that the full constraint of 
an NWP model is substituted by a time filter and 
other simplified constraints such as that the analyzed 
flow at each time level must be hydrostatically bal-
anced (weak constraint) and incompressible (strong 
constraint). The approach can also be compared to 
4D-EnVar (ensemble-variational data assimilation), 
where the temporal constraints are provided by en-
semble covariance information (Liu et al. 2008). The 
computational efficiency of the multiscale approach 
compared to that of the adjoint- or ensemble-based 
4DVAR approaches is especially critical in nowcasting 
applications of vLAPS where the timeliness of NWP 
analyses is most crucial.

Table 1. vLAPS data sources.

Observations Data frequency

Profiler-NOAA network  6 min

Global positioning system                 30 min

Aviation routine weather report 1 h

Buoys 1 h

Radiosonde observation 12 h

Local data such as surface mesonet data     5–60 min

Aircraft Communications Addressing & Reporting System Continual

Pilot reports Continual

Velocity–azimuth display (VAD) radar 7 min

National Operational Weather radar (NOWrad) 5 min

Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) 5 min

Satellite cloud drift winds 15 min

Satellite imagery 15 min

Satellite soundings 15 min

Background models GFS (6 h), NAM (6 h), RAP(1 h), HRRR(1 h)
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Fig. 1. (a) (inset) Simulated reflectivity (dBZ) valid at 
1800 UTC 15 May 2013 in 3-km grid spacing vLAPS 
domain (Table 2), embedded in the 2.5-km grid 
spaced 2D CONUS domain showing surface wind 
speed (m s–1). The CONUS domain runs the 2D 
configuration as summarized in Table 2. (b) Simulated 
SBCAPE (J kg–1) valid at 2000 UTC 20 May 2013 in 
1-km grid spacing vLAPS domain (Table 2). The box 
(thick dashed line) outlines the approximate domain 
location shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The X on the left marks 
the location of highest reflectivity near Clay (CY) 
County shown in Fig. 4a, and the X on the lower right 
marks the location of highest reflectivity near Dallas 
(DL)-Ft Worth shown in Fig. 5a.

vLAPS Configurations. The vLAPS has two different 
configurations: a two-dimensional (2D) surface (Xie 
et al. 2011, 2014) and a 3D version (Jiang et al. 2014), 
both using multiple time frames. The 2D surface 
analysis is flow- and terrain-dependent, while the 
3D version constitutes the baseline configuration 
implemented in AWIPS-II. The vLAPS analyses are 
generated at a 15-min frequency on domains as fine 
as 1-km horizontal grid spacing.

Observational and Background Data Sources. As an 
NWP data assimilation system, the vLAPS integrates 
information from a wide variety of global, national, 
and local datasets, and short-range NWP forecast 
fields [i.e., background forecast options such as the 
Global Forecast System (GFS), the North American 
Mesoscale Forecast System (NAM), Rapid Refresh 
(RAP), and High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR)] 
into a time series of 2D or 3D grids of meteorological 
variables. Table 1 lists the observational data sources 
ingested into vLAPS, and RAP is used for the back-
ground forecasts in this study.

NWP Model Forecasts Initialized with vLAPS. In the 
nowcasting applications, the Advanced Research 
Weather Research and Forecasting (ARW) model 
(Skamarock et al. 2008) was initialized with the 3D 
version of vLAPS analyses (including its surface 
variables) to produce 0–3- (or 0–4) h forecasts. The 
forecasts’ integrations used RAP forecasts as bound-
ary conditions. We refer to these ARW forecasts as 
“vLAPS/ARW forecasts.”

VLAPS AT 2013-EWP. The Experimental Warn-
ing Program (EWP) of NOAA HWT (Clark et al. 
2012) has been conducted at the National Weather 
Center (NWC) in Norman, Oklahoma, every spring 
since 2008 (http://hwt.nssl.noaa.gov/ewp/). The 
2013-EWP offered a good opportunity to test vLAPS 
for the first time in a real-time environment over the 
three-week period of 6–24 May 2013. The following 
subsections describe the configuration and use of 
vLAPS during 2013-EWP, and summarize fore-
caster comments on the strengths and weaknesses 
of vLAPS for all cases where vLAPS was commented 
on, covering many different days and events. This is 
followed by a more detailed analysis of two events: 
(1) a supercell event on 15 May, and (2) a damaging 
convective wind event on 23 May. For other vLAPS-
related user comments posted on the forecaster’s 
blog, see the sidebars.

The Conf iguration and Use of vLAPS in 2013-EWP. 
Forecasters evaluated the quality of various meteo-
rological fields from the (2D) vLAPS surface analysis, 
as well as from ARW forecasts initialized with 3D 

http://hwt.nssl.noaa.gov/ewp/
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vLAPS analyses. The 2D surface analysis was evalu-
ated as a situational awareness, while the 3D vLAPS-
initialized forecasts were evaluated as a nowcasting 
tool. The vLAPS applications ran over three different 
domains, listed in Table 2 and outlined in Figs. 1a 
and 1b. The vLAPS analyses were made available 
every 15 min. Unless otherwise noted, results will 
be shown from the 3D vLAPS analysis and ensuing 
ARW forecasts.

Meteorological fields of interest (Table 2) generated 
and derived from the vLAPS were provided to and 
evaluated by the forecasters over the three-week period 
of HWT. Forecasters used vLAPS products, together 
with other available numerical guidance to issue ex-
perimental warnings. In addition, they maintained a 
blog for product assessments and feedback during ac-
tive weather. Some forecasters tracked storm evolution 
and posted multiple blog entries, while others simply 
saved screenshots of vLAPS products.

Forecaster Evaluation of vLAPS. Out of the 15 work-
days during 2013-EWP, products from 2D and 3D 
vLAPS were evaluated by different forecasters on 10 
days. Severe weather events were reported every day 
during these 10 days across the continental United 
States. Products from the vLAPS 2D surface analysis 
were evaluated for situational awareness. All com-

ments (five instances) were positive on the ability of 
the vLAPS 2D surface analysis to detect outflow and 
storm boundaries in the wind fields, and moisture 
boundaries in equivalent potential temperature (θe).

On the 3D nowcasting applications, there were 
seven instances in which the vLAPS/ARW forecast 
products such as the surface-based CAPE (SBCAPE) 
and the lifted index (LI) were valued positively, espe-
cially when combined with observed radar imagery 
to indicate when storms would decrease or increase 
in intensity with time. In five cases, the forecasters 
pointed out inaccuracies in either the mode, timing, 
intensity, or location of convective cells in vLAPS/
ARW forecast-simulated reflectivity when compared 
to a single radar 0.5° slice. We noted that forecasts 
had their limitations, as one forecaster pointed out 
that forecast quality is a function of initial condition 
(vLAPS analysis) and forecast model (ARW).

A few representative samples of forecasters’ com-
ments are presented in the sidebar. The entire list of 
comments on vLAPS performance in both 2D as a 
situational awareness tool and 3D vLAPS/ARW fore-
casts for nowcasting applications are available online 
(http://laps.noaa.gov/hwt/2013-ewp/2013-EWP 
-blog-vLAPS.pdf). These comments were archived at 
NOAA’s National Severe Storms Laboratory during 
2013-EWP.

Table 2. List of domains, grid spacing, data frequency, and products used in this study.

Domain/grid spacing Data frequency Products

Regional domain (Fig. 1a, inset), 433 
× 433 grid points, 3-km grid spacing, 
3D configuration, only vLAPS/ARW 
forecast products were evaluated for 
nowcasting applications

Regional domain (Fig. 1b), 801 × 801 
grid points, 1-km grid spacing, 3D 
configuration, only vLAPS/ARW 
forecast products were evaluated for 
nowcasting applications 

CONUS domain (Fig. 1a, back-
ground), 2001 × 1269 grid points, 2.5-
km grid spacing, 2D configuration, 
only surface analysis products were 
evaluated for situational awareness

Analysis runs and updates every  
15 min. Forecast runs 3 hourly,  
out to 4 h, output every 15 min

Analysis runs and updates every  
15 min. Forecast runs hourly,  
out to 3 h, output every 15 min 

Analysis runs and updates every  
15 min, output every 15 min 

Composite reflectivity, surface-
based CAPE (SBCAPE), CIN,  
lifted index (LI), updraft helicity, 
simulated IR brightness tempera-
ture, cloud ceiling, cloud cover

Same as above. Note that even 
though 3D configurations were run  
in these two domains, only layer-aver-
aged, or integrated fields in 2D were 
included in 2013-EWP to reduce data 
storage and data transfer demands

Surface T, Td , U, V, pressure,  
and mean sea level pressure

http://laps.noaa.gov/hwt/2013-ewp/2013-EWP-blog-vLAPS.pdf
http://laps.noaa.gov/hwt/2013-ewp/2013-EWP-blog-vLAPS.pdf
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On 2D vLAPS Surface Analysis as Situational  
Awareness Tools

On 13 May 2013 on 2D conf igurations: “The 2.5-km 
vLAPS did a relatively good job at resolving various 
boundaries that became apparent through the after-
noon. Looking at the vLAPS surface dew point and 
wind fields across the northern Rockies around 2200 
UTC . . . higher terrain locations [have] lower dew 
points in the 20s and 30s . . . with the lower terrain 
locations in the valleys and plains showing dew points 
in the 40s and 50s. . . .These both matched reasonably 
well with the METAR observations. The model also did 
well with identifying the convergence boundary in the 
wind fields stretching from eastern Oregon through 
central Montana.”

On 22 May 2013 on 2D conf igurations: “The vLAPS 
products did a great job of holding fast to the idea that 
dry air—characterized by 30-degree dew point depres-
sions—was firmly [established] in places, and that any 
convection trying to go up would struggle mightily. . . .The 
vLAPS products really make it clear that nothing sub-
stantial was to be expected. I also thought the vLAPS 
products did a terrific job of representing moisture 
boundaries well.”

On 3D vLAPS/ARW Nowcasting Applications

On 8 May 2013: “The 1900 UTC initialized vLAPS/
ARW (1-km domain, valid at 2100 UTC) appears to 
correctly capture some of the convection in Okla-
homa and up into Kansas, but it did not accurately 
depict the mode of convection along the dryline. 
While the vLAPS forecast shows several areas of 
convective clusters, the radar analysis shows a line 
of discrete supercells.”

On 14 May 2013: “In my opinion, the vLAPS surface-
based CAPE product was one of the stars of the day. 
Consistently, storms lived and died based on entering 
and exiting the tongue of higher CAPE values which 
extended north and northeast from the Big Bend area 
for most of the day.” “The vLAPS data were nearly 
dead-on with the location, coverage, intensity, and 
storm mode with the storms southwest of Midland 
with perhaps a slight underestimation of activity near 
the New Mexico and Texas border.”

On 9 May 2013: “The 1800 UTC 3-km vLAPS forecast 
of surface layer maximum base reflectivity (also referred 
to as simulated composite reflectivity) has done a decent 
job predicting the location and track of new updrafts 
(valid at 1945 UTC) across central Texas. Note the new 
individual cells developing across west central Texas on 
the multi-radar, multi-sensor (MRMS, online at www 
.nssl.noaa.gov/projects/mrms/) composite and the nearly 
similar forecast by the 3-km vLAPS in both time and 
space. However, forecasts do have their limitations, as 
the forecasts produced from the initial vLAPS product 
are a function of the WRF. The vLAPS forecast was slow-
er and favored individual cells within a line, rather than 
the complex line that developed and surged eastward.”

On 16 May 2013: “Storms continue in a linear convective 
mode across the GLD CWA (Goodland, Kansas, County 
Warning Area). The 1800 UTC run of the vLAPS sug-
gested lower instability ahead of the line as it continues to 
sink south. But the storms are maintaining some level of 
strength as they move into this supposedly more hostile 
environment. The GOES NEARCAST products (Note 
that this is a statistical, forecast product; see details online 
at http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/model/nrc/) maintained 
higher instability across the CWA and are probably more 
correct in this scenario. Just goes to show that no product 
is right all of the time, or even most of the time.”

FORECASTER EVALUATION COMMENTS

Supercell Storm on 15 May 2013. An NWS Storm 
Prediction Center (SPC) day 1 hail outlook (Fig. 2a) 
issued at 1638 UTC 15 May 2013 indicated a maxi-
mum of 30% risk of severe hail-producing thunder-
storms in the afternoon and into the evening for 
parts of Texas, east of the dryline (Fig. 2b). As the 
day progressed, convection-allowing model guidance 
(generating deep convection without a convective 

parameterization) valid at 2100 UTC developed deep 
convection and showed a 40% or greater probability 
for SBCAPE (Fig. 2c) greater than 2,000 J kg–1, and 
the supercell composite parameter (SCP; Fig. 2d, 
Thompson et al. 2004) greater than 1—conditions 
that supported supercell storm development with the 
possibility for large hail and perhaps a brief tornado 
over central Texas. The 1-km vLAPS/ARW forecast 

www.nssl.noaa.gov/projects/mrms/
www.nssl.noaa.gov/projects/mrms/
http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/model/nrc/
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Fig. 2. Storm Prediction Center (SPC) (a) day 1 hail outlook issued 
at 1638 UTC, (b) surface analysis valid at 2100 UTC 15 May 2013, (c) 
probability of SBCAPE greater than 2,000 J kg–1, and (d) probability 
of supercell composite parameter greater than 1 [(c) and (d) are 
derived from convection-allowing model guidance, courtesy of the 
Center for Analysis and Prediction of Storms (CAPS) at the University  
of Oklahoma]. The color bar (%) applies to both (c) and (d). The surface 
analysis in (b) shows that there was a 20°F or greater difference in dewpoint 
temperature between the west and east side of the dryline at 2100 UTC  in 
west Texas.

initialized at 1800 UTC and 
valid at 2100 UTC 15 May 
2013 predicted an area over 
central Texas with simulated 
SBCAPE (Fig. 3a) of 1,500–
2,500 J kg –1, 0–6-km bulk 
wind differences (Fig. 3b) 
of 15–20 m s–1, and 0–3-km 
storm-relative helicity (SRH, 
Fig. 3c) of 100–200 m2 s–2, 
the combination of which is 
commonly associated with 
supercells and severe thun-
derstorm environments. An 
NWS SPC tornado watch 
(#161, Fig. 3d) was issued at 
2100 UTC 15 May 2013 and 
valid between 2100 UTC 15 
May and 0600 UTC 16 May 
2013 for portions of south-
central Oklahoma and cen-
tral and north-central Texas.

The 3-km vLAPS/ARW 
4-h forecast of simulated re-
flectivity valid at 2200 UTC 15 
May 2013 showed the devel-
opment of a large convective 
storm near the border of Clay 
(CY) and Montague (MU) 
counties in northern Texas 
(Fig. 4a). The intense convec-
tive cluster encountered a 
broad area of simulated SB-
CAPE of 2,000–2,700 J kg–1 
located to the south-southwest (Fig. 4b). Note that the 
low CAPE in the northern portion of CY County was 
indicative of outflow. Soon after 2200 UTC, reports 
streamed in from storm spotters and chasers that golf 
ball- to baseball-size hail fell during this storm. The 
observed radar reflectivity image (Fig. 4c) validated 
the timing and placement of the 4-h vLAPS/ARW 
forecast storm clusters (Figs. 4a and 4b).

Subsequently, more storms developed to the east 
and northeast of the storms shown in Fig. 4. Related 
to those developments, forecasters reported that 
the 1-km vLAPS forecast captured a bow echo over 
southern Oklahoma and isolated supercell storms 
northwest of the Dallas–Ft. Worth Metroplex [south 
of Wise (WS) County] with 1–3 h of lead time. As 
an example, Fig. 5a shows a 2-h, 1-km vLAPS/ARW 
simulated ref lectivity of isolated supercell storms 

south of WS County with storm coverage and place-
ment similar to the verifying observed radar reflec-
tivity image (valid at 2353 UTC 15 May 2013, Fig. 
5b). Note that the forecast overestimated simulated 
reflectivity by 10 dBZ.

Additionally, the vLAPS/ARW forecast missed two 
significant cells in Montague (MU) County just south 
and north of the Red River near the Texas and Okla-
homa border (Fig. 5b). The southern cell looked like 
a classic supercell. The SPC storm reports for 15 May 
2013 confirmed two tornados in MU County at 2239 
and 2358 UTC, respectively, and large hail in Jefferson 
(JE) County at 2305 UTC 15 May 2013. Interestingly, 
the vLAPS/ARW produced an extra convective cell 
that was not seen in the verifying radar image (valid 
at 2353 UTC, Fig. 5b) across Palo Pinto (PP) and Ste-
phens (SE) counties (Fig. 5a). Hail was reported in PP 
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Fig. 3. Three-hour forecast from the 1-km vLAPS/ARW run initialized with vLAPS 
3D analyses at 1800 UTC and valid at 2100 UTC 15 May 2013. (a) Simulated SBCAPE 
(J kg–1), (b) surface to 6-km bulk wind differences (m s–1) and (c) 0–3-km storm-relative 
helicity (m2 s–2). (d) SPC tornado watch (#161) issued at 2100 UTC and valid from 
2100 UTC 15 May to 0600 UTC 16 May 2013. In (d) the counties connected in red lines 
mainly in Texas are referred to as the County Warning Area (CWA).

County at 2332 UTC (about 30 min earlier than the 
validating radar image) 15 May 2013.

A forecaster noted that the 1-km vLAPS/ARW 
forecast initialized at 2100 UTC (1 h earlier than that 
shown in Fig. 5a) indicated a potential for tornadic 
supercells across northwest Texas (valid from 2300 
to 0000 UTC 16 May 2013), which was about 50–100 
miles too far northwest of the actual location. This 
case serves as an example of the value in frequently 
updated nowcasting guidance.

Damaging Convective Wind Event on 23 May 2013. This 
case evaluated the 2.5-km vLAPS surface analysis 
(2D configuration) for situational awareness. Two 
mesoscale discussions issued by the SPC at 2032 
UTC (mcd0784) and 2310 UTC (mcd0786), respec-
tively, commented that a “very large hail and dam-
aging wind threat should remain with a supercell 
cluster in the eastern half of the Lubbock County 
Warning Area (CWA, mcd0784). The supercell over 
Floyd County (FL) moved slowly south and south 

eastward . . . supercell mergers led to convective 
growth in the North of Taylor County (TA) as of 
2245 UTC (mcd0786, Fig. 6a).”

The surface equivalent potential temperature, θe and 
wind produced from vLAPS surface analysis overlaid 
with observed regional radar reflectivity at 2245 UTC 
confirmed the tornadic storm with radar reflectivity as 
high as 70 dBZ in Fisher County (FS in Fig. 6b), along 
with a southwest to northeast-oriented convective line. 
This severe convective activity was propagating into 
the high θe area to east Nolan (NL), southeast Callahan 
(CA), and Brown (BR) counties (Fig. 6b).

A forecaster noted that the vLAPS surface stream-
line analysis at 2330 UTC indicated convergence over 
FS, Scurry (SC), and Borden (BD) counties, which 
appeared to be concentrating higher θe values in that 
location, likely allowing the continued development 
of stronger convection (Fig. 6c). In addition to high 
θe and convergence supportive of continued convec-
tive activity, the surface wind directions (products of 
vLAPS 2D surface analysis) at 2330 UTC (Fig. 6c) were 

in good agreement 
with the actual con-
ditions (Fig. 6d, pro-
duced using http://
m e s owe s t . u t a h 
.edu/) in the warn-
ing area at 2300 
UTC, with predom-
inantly southeast-
erly winds.

Summary of 2013-
E W P.  A f t e r  t h e 
completion of 2013-
E W P,  f o r e c a s t -
ers were asked to 
provide some final 
thoughts on the ex-
perimental prod-
ucts. These com-
ments are quoted 
below with a re-
sponse from vLAPS 
developers, where 
appropriate. “The 
1-km vLAPS/ARW 
data are tremendous 
at depicting storm 
scale subtleties in 
weather elements 

http://mesowest.utah.edu/
http://mesowest.utah.edu/
http://mesowest.utah.edu/
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Fig. 4. Four-hour forecast from the 3-km vLAPS/
ARW run initialized with 3-km vLAPS 3D analyses 
at 1800 UTC, valid at 2200 UTC 15 May 2013. (a) 
Simulated ref lectivity (dBZ ) and (b) simulated 
SBCAPE (J kg–1), showing the development of a large 
supercell storm near the Clay (CY)-Montague (MU) 
County border. (c) The observed radar reflectivity 
image from KDYX [Dyess AFB, Shackelfold (SF) 
County, TX] 0.5° tilt at 2204 UTC 15 May 2013 [(c) 
courtesy of 2013-EWP]. The domain location indicated 
by the box in thick dashed line in Fig. 1b.

Fig. 5. Two-hour forecast from the vLAPS/ARW run 
initialized with 1-km vLAPS 3D analyses. (a) Simulated 
reflectivity (dBZ) valid at 0000 UTC 16 May 2013 from 
the 2200 UTC initialization of 15 May 2013. (b) KFWS 
[Ft. Worth, TX Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 
Doppler (WSR-88D) site] 0.5° tilt observed reflectivity 
image (dBZ) at 2353 UTC 15 May 2013 [(a) and (b) 
courtesy of 2013-EWP]. The western counties that 
belong to the Dallas-Ft. Worth Metroplex include 
Montague (MU), Wise (WS), Denton (DN), Dallas (DL), 
Tarrant (TR), Palo Pinto (PP), and Stephens (SE), with 
the addition of Jefferson (JE) County in Oklahoma. The 
most intense cell was located at Parker (PR, not labeled 
for clarity) County directly south of WS.

such as CAPE, LI, and surface wind; the 15 min 
temporal resolution of the products was valued very 
useful for diagnosing locations of continued convec-
tion especially in rapidly developing convective situa-
tions; the storm scale and temporal scale of variational 
LAPS is far superior to what is available at the WFOs 
right now.” Two unique features of vLAPS that include 
the assimilation of NEXRAD radial velocity with a 
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strong continuity constraint and the improvement of 
consistency between the hydrometeor and humidity 
analysis with a low bound constraint have improved 
the vLAPS over traditional LAPS in simulated com-
posite reflectivity, and are attributable to the good 
performance during 2013-EWP.

Forecasters also reported that the vLAPS/ARW 
“overdid the storms and created too much outflow.” 
The issue with too much outflow was likely related to 
the Thompson microphysical scheme used in ARW, 

which tended to generate more extensive regions of 
stratiform reflectivity and spurious convection (Clark 
et al. 2012). The issues associated with overdoing storm 
intensity, or producing an incorrect mode of convec-
tion, or missing convective cells were related to a lack 
of balance among humidity, cloud, and temperature 
in the current version of vLAPS.

VLAPS AT 2014-EWP. In response to forecaster’s 
request for a larger domain during 2013-EWP, an 

Fig. 6. (a) The mesoscale discussion (mcd0786) issued by SPC at 2310 UTC 23 May 2013. (b) and (c) are the 
products of the 2.5-km vLAPS 2D surface analysis. (b) The surface equivalent potential temperature θe and wind 
overlaid with observed regional radar valid at 2245 UTC 23 May 2013. (c) The vLAPS streamline θe  overlaid with 
observed regional radar valid at 2330 UTC 23 May 2013 with the domain location outlined in thick dashed line 
in (b) [(b) and (c) courtesy of 2013-EWP]. (d) The surface observations at 2300 UTC 23 May 2013 [(d) courtesy 
of http://mesowest.utah.edu/]. The County Warning Area was outlined in thick gray lines in (b). County labels 
include Borden (BD), Brown (BR), Callahan (CA), Dallas (DL), Fisher (FS), Floyd (FL), Haskell (HK), Howard 
(HW), Jones (JS), Lubbock (LU), Midland (MD), Mitchell (MH), Nolan (NL), Scurry (SC), Stonewall (SN), and 
Taylor (TA).

http://mesowest.utah.edu/
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on-demand vLAPS with 15-min update frequency, 
1-km resolution nowcasting system (similar 3D con-
figuration as shown in Fig. 1b), relocatable to cover 
high-impact weather events, was tested during 2014-
EWP (5 May–6 June 2014). The capability received 
positive remarks from forecasters, setting baseline 
performance statistics for future Warn-on-Forecast 
applications.

Since the main focus of this study is the evaluation 
of vLAPS performance during 2013-EWP, only limited 
results are presented here from the 2014-EWP experi-
ment. As a summary measure of vLAPS performance 
during 2014-EWP, we will use equitable threat score 
(ETS) and bias score (BS) (Wilks 1995), two objective 
metrics commonly used to assess forecast reflectivity 
(simulated using the ARW hydrometeorological vari-
ables) against observations. Shown in Figs. 7a and 7b 
are the ETS and BS results for vLAPS initialized ARW 
forecasts of 30 dBZ threshold reflectivity, averaged 

over the 2014-EWP period of 5 May–6 June 2014. We 
first point out that the prediction of 30-dBZ reflectivity 
at 1-km and 15-min resolution is a very challenging 
task. This is clear from the relatively low ETS values 
exhibited by simple statistical methods such as persis-
tence and advection, shown as benchmarks in Fig. 7a. 
The vLAPS initialized forecast is clearly competitive 
with both benchmarks, and beyond 1-h lead time out-
performs even the more competitive advection scheme 
during this convectively very active period. This is an 
indication that with high-quality initial conditions, 
NWP guidance is becoming potentially relevant for 
nowcasting and very short-range forecasting applica-
tions. Additional Warn-On-Forecast and nowcasting 
type vLAPS results from the 2014-EWP and other 
experiments will be presented in a separate report.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL CLOUD ANALYSIS. 
An alternative way of assessing the quality of the analy-
sis and forecast of hydrometeorological variables is 
via the comparison of observed and simulated clouds. 
Recently, the vLAPS software was expanded with a ray-
tracing procedure to construct simulated all-sky cloud 
imagery produced by the LAPS 3D cloud analysis, and 
vLAPS/ARW forecasts. To monitor the quality of LAPS 
analyses, simulated cloud images are compared in real 
time with all-sky imagery obtained from ground-based 
cameras in either a polar or cylindrical projection. As-
sessment of the cloud brightness and darkness patterns 
reveals cloud types, organizational patterns, and thick-
nesses, validating cloud and precipitation hydrometeor 
concentrations. A recent example of all-sky imagery is 
shown in Fig. 8. This example shows good comparison 
between simulated clouds with finescale cloud struc-
tures and all-sky imagery. There are many examples 
showing this good performance, but also some less 
favorable examples. The development of a new, fully 
variational cloud analysis module is expected to make 
the comparison more consistent. Interested readers 
are referred to a real-time display of all-sky images 
available online at http://laps.noaa.gov/allsky/allsky.cgi.

An accurate finescale analysis of cloud and pre-
cipitating hydrometeors is essential for an accurate 
finescale, short-term forecast. Figure 9 shows a 15-min 
forecast example for the Moore tornado case during 
2013-EWP. When looking at the associated forecast 
cloud loop in the online supplement (DOI:10.1175 
/BAMS-D-13-00185.2), one can observe a satisfying 
continuity between the model initialization and the 
first few minutes of the forecast, indicating an accept-
able balance between analysis variables in this example.

F ig . 7. The vLAPS/ARW simulated ref lectivity 
verification of (a) equitable threat score (ETS) and 
(b) bias score (BS) for the 30 days of the 2014 EWP (5 
May–6 Jun 2014).

http://laps.noaa.gov/allsky/allsky.cgi
http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-13-00185.2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-13-00185.2
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The comparison of observed and simulated all-sky 
images can also assist the development of high-resolu-
tion analysis and vLAPS/ARW forecast products. This 
technique helped, for example, to improve the con-
sistency of cloud albedo and microphysical variables, 
and to reduce systematic satellite navigation errors, 
including parallax. GSD and its collaborators also plan 
to use all-sky cameras directly in data assimilation to 
help fill observational gaps at small scales.

CLOSING REMARKS. LAPS, including its new 
variational version (vLAPS), has been developed as 
a national and international community effort, led 
by the Global Systems Division of NOAA/ESRL. 
The development is motivated by the societal need 
for high-quality, high-resolution, and low-latency 
data assimilation capabilities in support of forecaster 
situational awareness, and for Warn-On-Forecast 
guidance in nowcasting and convective initiation in 

Fig. 8. Comparison of a simulated all-sky cloud image from a 500-m grid spacing 3D LAPS analysis, 
and an all-sky camera image (Moonglow camera is mounted atop of David Skaggs Research Center in 
Boulder, CO) for 2145 UTC 8 Oct 2014 (real-time all-sky images are available online at http://laps.noaa 
.gov/allsky/allsky.cgi).

Fig. 9. Simulated Moore tornado storm from a 1-km vLAPS/ARW forecast initialized using vLAPS 3D analyses 
at 1900 UTC. This is a 15-min forecast valid at 1915 UTC 20 May 2013 [animation of 1-km vLAPS/ARW 2-h 
forecast for simulated Moore tornado is shown in the online supplement (DOI:10.1175/BAMS-D-13-00185.2)]. 
Camera image is not available for comparison for the simulated Moore tornado storm.

http://laps.noaa
.gov/allsky/allsky.cgi
http://laps.noaa
.gov/allsky/allsky.cgi
http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-13-00185.2
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support of NOAA’s “Weather-Ready Nation” initiative 
(www.nws.noaa.gov/com/weatherreadynation/files 
/nws_wrn_roadmap_final_april17.pdf).

The Experimental Warning Program (2013-EWP) 
of the Hazardous Weather Testbed was used as a 
platform for a real-time test of the utility of frequently 
updated high temporal and spatial resolution vLAPS 
analyses (in support of situational awareness) and 
ensuing forecasts (in support of nowcasting). In sev-
eral severe weather situations, forecasters positively 
commented on vLAPS capabilities while identifying 
areas that called for further improvements.

The 3D vLAPS analysis capability is being ported 
in 2015 onto AWIPS-II workstations to support 
situational awareness in NWS operations, while in 
collaboration with Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology-Lincoln Laboratory, its 2D configuration is 
being transitioned to Federal Aviation Administration 
nowcasting operations (Mehta et al. 2013).

Current efforts focus on the development of a 
cloud analysis module for variational assimilation ap-
plications. This module will utilize improved forward 
models for the assimilation of all remotely sensed 
and in situ observations related to the cloud micro-
physical variables (i.e., cloud liquid and ice, as well as 
precipitating hydrometeors), and include advanced 
thermodynamic and microphysical constraints. The 
cloud analysis module is developed using object-
oriented design principles so beyond LAPS it can also 
be integrated into any variational data assimilation 
scheme, such as the Gridpoint Statistical Interpola-
tion analysis system (GSI) for the initialization of very 
finescale nonhydrostatic global models. Future work 
will focus on possibly incorporating aspects of the 
vLAPS analysis (cloud analysis, etc.), where unique, 
into the community-based GSI analysis package.
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APPENDIX: ACRONYMS.

CWA      County Warning Area
GSD      Global Systems Division
HRRR      High Resolution Rapid Refresh,  

NOAA/NWS operational weather  
prediction system

LAPS      Local Analysis and Prediction System, 
also referred to as traditional LAPS

SBCAPE  Surface-based CAPE
vLAPS      Variational version of LAPS, also known 

as STMAS (Space and Time Multiscale 
Analysis System). This older acronym is 
equivalent to vLAPS.
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